SOLICITATION TITLE: RFP 23018-JD Public Safety and Security Mobile Device & Personal Computer Application

TYPE OF ADDENDUM:
☐ Change or clarification to the Solicitation’s specifications, requirements, or scope of work.
☒ Questions posed regarding the Solicitation and their respective answers by The Citadel.

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES: Questions Received & Answers:

Questions :
1. College of South Carolina is looking forward for any specific off the shelf product? if yes please mention your preference Answer:(This product will be Citadel branded and specific to the need of the college spelled out in the requirement section of the RFP).
2. Integrate seamlessly with existing campus wide email/test/phone systems (“Bulldog Alert”). Answer:(This is a requirement as spelled out in the RFP)
3. Kindly Elaborate the Expectation about (“explain how the app may serve visiting parents, athletic contest patrons, etc”) Answer:(Parents, Grandparents, Visitors, Contractors will be able to download and sign into the app once on campus).
4. Kindly Explain further with further expectation about required functionality about below points:  
   a. Evolutionary replacement of campus ‘Blue Light’ stations. Answer:(We are looking to replace the school’s emergency blue light stations with the safety and security cell phone app)
   b. Produces data/reports required to integrate with the Cleary Report. Answer:(The ability to track law enforcement data that can be used in the annual Cleary Report – i.e. robberies, assaults etc.)
5. campus ‘Blue Light’ stations that required to be replaced, will they be provided by College of South Carolina? Answer:(We are not replacing any blue light stations – the safety and security cell phone app will replace all blue light stations on campus)
6. how many stations are currently installed , what is current scope and what is expected functionality with new solution or replacement.? Answer:(As mentioned above in questions 4, 5 and now 6 the safety and security cell phone app will replace all blue light stations on campus so over time there will be no blue light stations – all campus personnel i.e. faculty, staff, cadets, visitors, contractors, parents and grandparents will have the opt in option with the app).

☒ Other Change: Describe

The Closing Date was previously extended to Thursday, April 6, 2023, at 2:00 PM to allow additional time to prepare submission responses.

IMPORTANT NOTICE:
X Contractor is required to acknowledge receipt of this Addendum by signing below and returning a copy with its Offer.

Except as provided herein, all terms and conditions of the Solicitation referenced above remain unchanged and in full force and effect.

SIGNATURE OF PERSON AUTHORIZED TO EXECUTE ON BEHALF OF OFFEROR

Signature:___________________________________________

Printed Name & Title:_____________________________________

Company Name:________________________________________

Date:_________________________________________________